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On one hand, the diversity of activities and on the other hand, the conflicts
between beneficiaries necessitate the efficient management and supervision
of coastal areas. Accordingly, monitoring and evaluation of such areas
can be considered as a critical factor in the national development and
directorship of the sources. With regard to this fact, remote sourcing
technologies with use of analytical operations of geographic information
systems (GIS), will be remarkably advantageous. Iran’s south-eastern
Makran coasts are geopolitically and economically, of importance due to
their strategic characteristics but have been neglected and their development
and transit infrastructure are significantly beyond the international
standards. Therefore, in this paper, with regard to the importance of
developing Makran coasts, a Multi-Criterion Decision Analysis (MCDA)
method was applied to identify and prioritize the intended criteria and
parameters of zoning, in order to establish new maritime zones. The major
scope of this study is to employ the satellite data, remote sensing methods,
and regional statistics obtained from Jask synoptic station and investigate
the region’s status in terms of topography, rainfall rate and temperature
changes to reach to a comprehensive monitoring and zoning of the coastal
line and to provide a pervasive local data base via use of GIS and MCDA,
which will be implemented to construct the coastal regions.
In this article, while explaining the steps of coastal monitoring, its main
objectives are also explained and the necessary procedures for doing so are
presented. Then, the general steps of marine climate identification and study
of marine parameters are stated and the final achievements of the coastal
monitoring process are determined. In the following, considering that this
article focuses on the monitoring of Makran beaches, the method of work
in the mentioned region will be described and its specific differences and
complexities will be discussed in detail. Also, the impact of such projects
on future research results will be discussed.
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1. Introduction
Makran beaches as one of the most important aquatic
habitats in the country have been strategically neglected
due to the lack of a comprehensive and integrated management approach in recent years. In order to manage
the strategic area of Makran, the use of satellite data and
spatial analysis provides us with valuable information
for a comprehensive monitoring. However, the spatial
information of many of the world’s aquatic habitats is
considered to be one of the main unknowns in the study of
water resources. For reasons such as high costs and lack
of necessary equipment, Makran beaches lack accurate
information on spatial changes, which is one of the main
limitations of this study.
The effects and natural phenomena of the earth’s surface are changing rapidly, and these changes are remarkable throughout human life [1]. One important point is that
these changes can be carefully reviewed so that natural
and human factors recognize these changes; therefore,
coastal areas, the lake interior, lake fluctuations and other
important parameters are considered as ecological environments [2]. In this context, monitoring and evaluating
such areas can be considered as an important issue in national development and water resource management. With
the advancement of marine science and technology and
stakeholder engagement, it is possible to solve the problems [3]. Marine and coastal studies provide decision makers with plenty of information to manage coastlines. Existing regional management plans for regional sustainable
development in coastal areas do not provide the intended
purpose for the construction of new offshore areas[5]. To
ensure the sustainable development of offshore areas, the
conservation of coastal resources is a requirement[6]. It is
not clear to the departments and developers of the new
maritime areas which areas can be used for offshore projects, MFZ method can be used to clarify many issues[7].
Thus, over the past few decades, the use of measuring
technology to detect such changes over time has attracted
the attention of various researchers [8].
Understanding natural potential, including the climate
of each region as the basis for human activities, forms the
basis of environmental planning. Earth warming research
provides an important insight into the response to terrestrial ecosystems [9]. Lack of knowledge of the sub-regions of
the regions, causes the economic and agricultural planning
fail. For this reason, the importance and necessity of identifying homogeneous climatic regions has long been of
concern to geographers and climatologists, and has led to
the development of diverse climatological methods such
as Sylaninov, Hansen, Coupon, De Martonne, Embereger,
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etc. Makran coast in the southeast of Iran is of geopolitical, geostrategic and geo-economic importance due to its
strategic location and characteristics. The existence of a
free trade-economic zone in Chabahar, the existence of
suitable beaches, land and proper shelter along the coast,
the existence of excellent platforms for transit and shipping, the presence of small bays (banks), the presence of
coasts with adequate defense capabilities, the proximity
to free waters and the proper operational depth Oman
Sea, the presence of naval areas of the army, the existence
of the necessary conditions for the expansion of military
units and the adaptation of the military area by political
divisions are part of the capabilities of the region, but over
the past decades, due to more focus on Gulf ports and
beaches, these capabilities have not been used. Makran’s
lanes are not only the most developed Iranian seaboard,
but also on the basis of development indicators, this axis
is among the most rebellious areas in Iran. However, the
future development of the country, especially in the Middle East, depends to a large extent on the geographical and
coastal situation of the Oman Sea. Considering the above,
fertilizing the capabilities of these important beaches will
increase Iran’s geopolitical weight in the region and even
in the world. Zoning is an appropriate tool for guiding the
use of sustainable regions, and its growing effectiveness is
undeniable among scholars [10]. Zoning is an approach that
can provide a good prospect for researchers to explore different areas for human activities [11]. It shows the zoning
of marine activities in different regional scales [12].
Marine spatial planning (MSP) is increasingly considered an effective tool that can resolve conflicts among various human uses as well as the conflicts between human
uses and the marine environment. Many countries such
as Australia, United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, and
United States have already initiated or implemented MSP.
In China, marine functional zoning (MFZ) has developed
independently since it was first proposed by the Chinese
government in 1988 [14].
In marine protected areas (MPAs), zoning schemes can
help balance multiple resource uses. Literature on ocean
zoning design methods points out the need for analytical
tools that guarantee stakeholder involvement and that
address the unique spatial characteristics of the sea, especially under multiple jurisdictions [15].
To showcase the contribution of MFZ as a practical approach for Xiamen integrated coastal management (ICM)
[16]
, the five dimensions of integration in ICM are applied
as an analysis framework. Firstly, through compiling of
the historical data and documents of the sea uses and marine environments, and socioeconomic status as well, the
key drivers of initiating MFZ in the 1990s is summarized
DOI: https://doi.org/10.36956/sms.v2i2.329
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as increasing but incompatible and even conflicting sea
uses, degrading marine environments due to negative
effects of intensified human activities, and the lack of
coordinating mechanism which has worsened the use-use
and use-environment conflicts. Secondly, the technical
guidelines and adaptive evolvement of Xiamen MFZ is
introduced, and the achievements of Xiamen MFZ are
explored. Based on the above analysis, the relationships
of MFZ and ICM is looked into the dimensions of legislation, coordinating mechanism, scientific and technical
support, integrated law enforcement and public participation; and how MFZ contributes to ICM in integration of
dimensions of intergovernmental, inter-sectoral, land and
sea, science and management, and multiple disciplinary is
analyzed in-depth [16].
By collecting thin sections, the sediments of the area
are studied and their types are determined. Finally, combining these two sources of information, potentially suitable and unsuitable areas for the construction and development of jetties, ports and fuelling jetties are determined.
It was shown that factors such as fluctuations in the sea

level, tectonic processes, climatic atmosphere, hydraulic
processes, especially tidal currents, human interference,
and construction activities in the jetties and these coastal
regions are the most destructive and constructive forces at
work in the coastal regions [17]. The morphology of six adjacent major catchments draining the onshore Makran accretionary wedge in southeast Iran and southwest Pakistan
was studied to examine how the channel pattern and the
length profiles may reflect the recent and active growth of
the wedge. Qualitative field surveys were combined with
the quantitative analysis of channel steepness and concavity measured from digital elevation models. These profiles
were compared with modelled profiles using a stream
power approach assuming homogeneously uplifting, uniform rock substratum. Results show a distinct difference
between the studied western and eastern catchments [18].
The present study aims to classify the climatic and zoning of Makran coastlines, taking into account parameters
such as coastline changes in order to achieve a comprehensive location database for the construction of maritime
areas and optimal utilization of the functions of the region.

Table1. Monthly Raining Data from Jask Station
Geographical Location:

Jask Station

Average Monthly Rainfall(mm)

Average Monthly Rainfall(mm)

8

2016

2

2012

7.47

2008

3.33

2004

1.37

2000

10

2017

8.63

2013

7.56

2009

7.87

2005

6.04

2001

-

-

12.86

2014

5.11

2010

14.74

2006

2.73

2002

-

-

11

2015

2.62

2011

15.09

2007

1.43

2003

Table2. Monthly Temperature Data from Jask Station
Geographical Location:

Jask Station

Average Monthly Temperature(oC)

Average Monthly Temperature(oC)

27

2016

27.36

2012

26.87

2008

27.96

2004

27.76

2000

26.86

2017

26.85

2013

27.6

2009

27.36

2005

27.86

2001

-

-

26.89

2014

27.73

2010

27.3

2006

27.8

2002

-

-

26.1

2015

24.34

2011

27.46

2007

27.74

2003
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2. Methods and Material
The studied area in this research is the Makran coast in
southwest of Iran. Makran is approximately consisted of
Sistan and Balouchestan and part of south coast of Hormozgan in Iran.

2.1 Determination of the Studied Area’s Climate
As it is pointed out, climate is one of the most effective
phenomena of human life and recognition natural potentials i.e. regional climate is the basis of environmental
planning. Hydraulic and hydrological characteristics are
different in varied naval regions [13]. So in this study to
determine the regional climate, required data of temperature and raining are prepared from Synoptic station in the
port of Jask (Tables 1 & 2). Average data of raining and
temperature are derived from using interpolation and then
using climate determination methods De Martonne and
Embereger, the climate of studied region is determined.
In De Martonne method determination of climate type
is based on yearly raining amount and temperature. In
Embereger method which is more sensitive than De Martonne, besides using monthly raining amount, the coldest
and hottest temperature of the month is used to determine
the climate conditions.

2.2 Check the Topography and Tilt Status of the
Area
A closer examination of the amount of precipitation
and temperature and the subsequent mapping of the
Makran coastal strips requires a knowledge of the topographic conditions of the area, because the precipitation
varies with the variations in rainfall, and the type of climate in the study area can change. If the altitude changes
are taken into account in the estimation of moisture and
heat regimes, soil moisture and heat regimes in different
regions will be very diverse. In order to investigate the
topography status of the present study, we use the GIS
techniques to estimate the required maps using the Raster
and Wactar data. For this purpose, a 38-meter digital map
taken from the ASTER satellite has been used. Also, for
plotting consistent maps, necessary regression equations
were determined using the mean annual rainfall and temperature data, and by making a series of calculations in the
ArcGIS software, a digital elevation map prepared from
the area in a 90-pixel, was used.

2.3 Area Zoning of Coastal Areas Using Climatic
Data
In this study, climatic parameters of precipitation and
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temperature as the selected indicators for assessing the
status of the region from the point of view of precipitation
and temperature variations for the port of Jask station
and 17 years of climate data from the synoptic station
have been used. To do this, first, using SPSS software and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test, the rainfall and temperature distribution data were analyzed. After examining
the results, the least amount of data was extracted on each
scale during the statistical period and its coverage maps
in each scale during the statistical period, the Arc Map
is drawn. Then, after the calculations, the results of the
various interpolation methods of IDW and Kriging with a
weighing power of one to five were evaluated. Also, for a
better and more accurate assessment of coastline changes,
using the MODIS satellite data from 2006 to 2016, the
coastline of Makran has been reviewed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Determining the Type of Climate in the Study
Area
In order to calculate the Embereger relationship, the
three following parameters are needed: average temperature of the coldest and warmest month of the year, and the
mean precipitation (in millimeters). Despite the mentioned
parameters, the relationship was calculated and based on
Table 3, the climate of the study area was determined.
According to the calculations performed to determine the
climatic condition of the Embereger method, it was found
that the port of Jask and the coastline are dry to semi-arid
zones. Of course, the beach strips are more volatile than
the area, and there is no barrier to building offshore areas.
Secondary method, which is a more convenient way to
determine the type of climate in most regions of the country, uses the annual average of rainfall and temperature
in the area for this purpose. Using the calculations done
by the method of the De Martonne, the area has a dry to
semi-arid state. The corresponding coastal strip has high
evaporation due to extreme temperature fluctuations and
precipitation and proximity to the equator. Table 4 shows
the results of calculations of the De Martonne method
based on Jask’s synoptic station.
Table 3. Embereger Formula Calculation and Regional
Climate Determination
Results

Climate Type

Q<28

Dry

8>m>5.1

Hot
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Table 4. De Martonne Formula Calculation and Regional
Climate Determination
Results

Climate Type

I<10

Dry

3.2 Review the Process of Precipitation and Temperature Changes
In order to better match and to better characterize the
result obtained from the relations between Embereger
and De Martonne, the diagram of precipitation and temperature variations in the region and the coastal strip is
drawn up (Figures 1 and 2). According to the precipitation
fluctuation chart, in this coastal strip the range of precipitation variation between 5 and 12 mm is very common.
On the other hand, by examining the temperature changes,
the 17-year average for this port was 26 degrees. This
amount of temperature is very important during the year
from the examination of rainfall conditions and situation
in the area. As this temperature shows that in the area and
coastline the evaporation phenomenon is common in most
of the year, and this evaporation is unavailable due to
the lack of a coherent source such as a mountain that can
enter the region’s hydrological cycle again with cooling.
This low rainfall it can also be concluded from the sea
currents and the climatic conditions that cause rainfall in
the coastal regions; therefore, it can be concluded from
Embereger and De Martonne ‘s relations that the climate
of the region is dry. It should also be noted that during the
period from 2000 to 2007, temperatures were high, but
this temperature dropped by 2 degrees in 2017. Of course,
these climatic conditions can have an impact on coastal
factors, so that many projects in the coastal areas do not
have much progress.

variation and precipitation of the coastal strip, it is necessary that the area be considered in terms of topographical
features and other effective factors considering the strategic nature of the Jask area, especially the Makran coast.
In Figure 3, the map of the area and the coastal strip is
specified. According to the map, you can see the role of
temperature and precipitation in the region. Coastal areas
are up to kilometers without mountains and highlands,
which can be attributed to precipitation shortages in the
region and high temperatures. However, according to the
map, the existence of plains and coastal areas with a slope
of less than 9 percent, as well as the existence of gorgeous
rivers and natural attractions in the region provide a great
opportunity to build tourist and recreational areas along
the Makran coastline.

Figure 2. Temperature Changes in Jask Plot

Figure 3. Regional Topology and Slope Plot

Figure 1. Raining Changes in Jask plot

3.3 Check the Topography and Tilt of the Area
Considering the conditions studied in the temperature
Distributed under creative commons license 4.0

Figure 4. 3D View from Region
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Further, Arc Hydro software has been used to more
accurately assess the status of the area, the existing rivers,
and follow up of surface water behaviors on the route.
Figure 4 shows the image obtained from this software.
Using the GIS software and measurement tool, it is
also possible to predict the status of the region and the
coastline using hydrological and climatic data. For this
purpose, Arc Hydro, one of the options available in the
ArcGIS software, has been used based on the digital map
of the area, the status of the Arctic and the rivers. This

Figure 6. Co-raining Plot of Jask

software, which has been shown in Figure 5, has a high
ability to determine and assess the physiological characteristics of the region. In this picture, the coastal strip
has the proper features for implementing many economic
projects in the region.
For more accurate evaluation of temperature and
precipitation fluctuations in the area and coastal strip,
consistent maps and homogeneous maps were provided
with topographic maps, data obtained from the Jask port’s
synoptic station, and made by a series of calculations in
ArcGIS software (Figures 6 and 7).
According to the regional map of the area, there is a
higher rainfall in the central parts of the port of Jask and
there is no shortage of factors in the coastal areas to avoid
evaporation, but the amount of precipitation is lower than
other areas. In the entire coastal zone of Makran, this issue is clearly visible. According to the coherent map, the
coastal strip has a higher temperature than the central and
upland areas of the port of Jask. This state of affairs treats
the situation in the region to a large extent, as the high
temperature conditions associated with humidity disrupt
many activities in the region.

Figure 5. Forecasted Model using Hydrological and Climatic Derived from ArcGIS
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Figure 7. Co-temperature Plot of Jask

4.3 Coastal Zoning Using Climatic Data
In this study, climatic parameters of rainfall and temperature have been used as indicators for determining the
status of the region. To do this, we first used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to investigate the rainfall distribution
data and temperature of the area, and the results are presented in Tables 5 to 7. Considering the significant level
(P) of more than 0.05 (for rainfall data equal to 0.13 and
for temperature data equal to 0.093), data from rainfall and
temperature have a good level of coastline level; Therefore, rainfall and temperature data are normal and a parametric test can be applied to these data. After reviewing
the output results, the least amount of data was extracted
on each scale during the statistical period and its coverage
maps were plotted in Arc Map for each scale during the
statistical period. After calculating, the results of various
interpolation methods for IDW and Kriging with a weighing power of one to five were evaluated. Among interpolation methods, the two-dimensional weighted photo-IDW
method with the least power for rainfall parameters and
temperature the error value of the RMSE and MAPE and
MBE errors are much more than other zoning methods.
The lowest RMSE estimate for each of the indices with respect to the potentials is 0.22 and 0.4 respectively. Hence,
this method is the most appropriate method for zoning
the status of water resources in the Makran region and the
DOI: https://doi.org/10.36956/sms.v2i2.329
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coastal strip. The rainfall and temperature zone maps were
also prepared in the coastal zone by precipitation and temperature data (Figures 8 to 11). Investigation of the maps
shows that the coastline has the least rainfall distribution
and the highest dispersion in the highlands of the port of
Jask but according to the temperature zoning map, in the
coastal areas, the highest amount of dispersion and the
lowest temperature in the highlands. Coastal areas, such
as high temperatures and high evapotranspiration, are in
a state of inferiority, so that many projects are not in this
situation.

Table 7. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Table for Raining and
Temperature
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Parameter
Siq

N

0.975

17

Raining

0.847

17

Temp

Table 5. Result of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Raining Data using Software SPSS One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
V1
N
Normal Parametersa,b

Most Extreme Differences

17
Mean

7.42145061728395E0

Std. Deviation

4.186981284660888E0

Absolute

0.113

Figure 8. Regional Temperature Plot for Jask and Makron

Positive

0.113

Coast using IDW Method

Negative

-0.081

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

0.481

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

0.975

a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.

Table 6. Result of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Temperature Data using Software SPSS One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
V1
N
Normal Parametersa,b

Most Extreme Differences

17
Mean

2.72981372549020E1

Std. Deviation

0.485733938643530

Absolute

0.149

Positive

0.093

Negative

-0.149

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

0.613

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

0.847

a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.

Figure 9. Regional Temperature Plot for Jask and Makron
Coast using Kriging Method

Figure 10. Regional Raining Plot for Jask and Makron
Coast using IDW Method

Distributed under creative commons license 4.0
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4. Conclusions

Figure 11. Regional Raining Plot for Jask and Makron
Coast using Kriging Method

3.5 Changes in Lines of the Makran Coast
In this study, the changes in the Makran coastline were
reviewed using MODIS satellite data between 2006 and
2016. In Figure 12, the accuracy of the measured data can
be seen in the extent and evolution of the Oman Sea in the
coastal strip of Makran. In Figure 13, coastline changes
were monitored for three consecutive years between 2014
and 2016. Assessing the amount of seafront progress or
resettlement can certainly be important in making decisions for the construction of residential and commercial
areas.

Figure 12. Changes in Coastal Lines during 2006 till 2017

Figure 13. Changes in Makran Coast during 2014 till 2016
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The climate of the studied area was determined by
Embereger and De Martonne methods and 17 years of
climatic data obtained from the synoptic station of port
of Jask. According to the calculations carried out with the
parameters of the warmest and coldest months of the year,
it was found that the port of Jask is arid to semi-arid. The
process of rainfall and temperature changes also indicates
that in most days of the year, the phenomenon of evaporation is common in the region and coastal strip, and this
evaporation is due to the lack of a coherent source such
as mountains and suitable flows to create an outdated hydrological cycle and this low rainfall can also be deduced
from sea currents and climatic conditions that cause rainfall in coastal areas. Of course, the beach strips are more
volatile than the area, and it should not be difficult to construct sea areas according to the conditions. Considering
the geographical conditions, scoring and determining the
relevant criteria, the central part to the east of the Makran
coast has a high value from the point of view of the creation of maritime conditions. This area is also suitable for
hydraulic topography. In order to more accurately assess
the precipitation and temperature conditions, the region
was also examined for topographic properties. The obtained maps indicate that the coastal areas have the lowest
tilt and topography that is very flat and smooth, up to kilometers without mountains and highlands, but, according
to the map, the existence of plain and coastal areas with
a slope of less than nine percent As well as the presence
of rainy rivers and natural attractions in the region, it has
provided very good conditions for the construction of
new sea areas along the Makren coastline. With the possession of topographic maps and data on temperature and
precipitation, we developed consistency maps. According
to the regional map of the area, there is a higher rainfall
in the central parts of the port of Jask and there is no limiting factor in coastal areas as a way of preventing the
evaporation from wasting. The amount of precipitation is
lower than other areas. According to the coherent map, the
coastal strip has a higher temperature than the central and
upland areas of the port of Jask. This state of affairs treats
the situation in the region to a large extent, as the high
temperature conditions associated with humidity disrupt
many activities in the region. According to the topographical and hydrological conditions of the Makran coast, the
zoning of the coastal areas is favorable and suitable so the
geographical and natural parameters are effective in determining the status of the coast and zoning. In this study,
regional distribution of coastal areas was performed using
SPSS software and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to analyze
DOI: https://doi.org/10.36956/sms.v2i2.329
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rainfall and temperature data of the region. The results
showed that the data from rainfall and temperature have
a good significance at the coastal level, so the rainfall
and temperature data are normal and the parametric test
can be applied to these data. After calculating the results
of various interpolation methods for IDW and Kriging
with a weighing power of one to five, it was found that
the weight difference method (IDW) with a power of two
for rainfall and temperature parameters had the lowest
RMSE error and MAPE and MBE errors compared to
other methods are zoning. Rainfall and temperature zone
maps were also prepared in the coastal zone by rainfall
and temperature data. Investigation of the maps shows
that the coastline has the least rainfall distribution and the
highest dispersion in the highlands of the port of Jask but
according to the temperature zoning map, in the coastal
areas, the highest amount of dispersion and the lowest
temperature in the highlands. Coastal areas, such as high
temperatures and high evapotranspiration, are in a state of
inferiority, so that many projects are not in this situation.
Valuing and determining the appropriate points for the
expansion of the marine areas, according to the views of
the relevant experts in the field of marine science, can be
an appropriate option. Multi-criteria methods can also provide good and precise results by prioritizing and weighting different parameters. Ultimately, the development of
the Makran coast, despite some restrictions, is a national,
regional and even international imperative. Development
of basic facilities and expansion of commercial and recreational infrastructure can lead to national development
in addition to improving the situation in the south-east
region of Iran. Therefore, identifying and studying factors
affecting the region’s situation can be important in many
aspects.
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